Abstract. The anisotropy of velocity and acceleration was analyzed in this paper based on the four wheeled mobile robot which composed of single row alternate wheels.Firstly, the kinematics equation of the mobile robot was derived, and the maximum velocity values in different directions were calculated. The simulation result was identical with the theoretical values by ADAMS software. Then, the dynamic equation of the mobile robot was established according to the Routh equation of nonlinear system. Finally, the acceleration value of the mobile robot was acquired by theelectrical sensor. The experimental result was in agreement with the theoretical values.
Introduction
Considering the special structure of the single row alternate wheel, the kinematics and dynamic characteristics of the mobile robot are different withthe two wheeled robot and the crawler robot.
Many experts and scholars have studied the motion anisotropy of mobile robot at home and abroad. Wade [1, 2] proposed the stepless-speed regulation of mobile robot by changing the structure of the wheels. However, it's difficult to change thestructure, and the bearing capacity of the structure is limited. Ashmore [3] presented that the maximum speed of a mobile robot changes with the number of wheels. According to LengChuntao's analysis [4] , the maximum speed and maximum acceleration are different in different directions. And the geometric relationship between the center of the robot and the wheelwas established.
The kinematic and dynamic characteristics of four wheeled mobile robots which based on single rowalternate wheels were analyzed in this paper. The speed anisotropy of the mobile robot was verified by ADAMS software simulation, and the acceleration anisotropy was verified by experiments. The alternate wheel was made by nesting rollers, as shown in figure 1 . The section of the nesting rollersare on the same circumference, so that the contact height between the wheel and the ground isn'tchanged when the wheel is rolling.The rolling bearings were installed at the middle of the hub [5] .
Structure of the Mobile Robot
Planar motion contains three degrees of freedom, such as front and back movement, left and right movement, and rotationmovement.Therefore, the mobile robot must has three or more independent driving wheelsto achieve omni-directional motion. Compared with the three wheeledmobile robot, the four wheeled mobile robot has the advantages of good stability and easy controlling. Meanwhile, themobile robotwith more than four wheels is redundant. Therefore, the four wheeled mobile robot was adopted in the article [6] . The four wheelswereorthogonal and symmetrically arranged. The inverse kinematics equation of the mobile robot can be obtained:
Anisotropy Analysis of Kinamics
ω 1~ω4 denote the rotationangular velocity of the four wheels, V x , V y , ω denote the X M axis speed, Y M axis speed and rotation angular velocity around the center axis of the mobile robot respectively. R is the inverse kinematics matrix.
Thus, (2) Assume that the angle between the velocity and the robot coordinate system is α, as shown in Figure 2 . The value of velocity can be obtained:
The motion of the wheel is generated by the motor. Considering the limitation of theactualmotor speed, the speed range of the four wheels is:
In conclusion, under the condition of known equations (2) and (5), the maximum of V in formula (4) is a quadratic programming problem. The maximum speed of mobile robot in all directions can be calculated by using quaprog function in Matlab software, and the result is shown in Figure 3 . According to the result of Figure 3 , the amplitude of velocity is the maximumwhen the angle between velocity and X M is 90°.The amplitude of the velocity is minimumwhen the angle between the velocity and the X M is 45°.
In order to verify the speed anisotropy of mobile robot, the ADAMS software was used to verify the theoretical calculation value, and the simulation model was set up as shown in the Figure 4 . In the ADAMS software, the related construction and synthesis are integrated by Boolean operation, such as the integration of the hub and roller shaft, the integration of the bracket and wheel hub.Define kinematic pair as:
(1) Rotary motion pair between wheels and connecting shafts.
(2) Rotary motion pair between roller and roller shaft. The simulation result is shown in Figure 5 . The simulation results are in good agreement with the theoretical values, which shows that the velocity anisotropy of the mobile robot calculated is completely correctby this method.
AnisotropyAnalysis of Dynamics
The acceleration of the mobile robot is related to the dynamics of wheel. Lagrange method [8] , Newton-Euler method [9] , Gauss method [10] are widely used to solve the wheel dynamic problem without slippage. The Lagrange method can be solved by using the speed of each part. The method is relatively simple. Therefore, the Lagrange method of nonholonomic system --also called the Routh methodis used to solve the dynamics of mobile robot in this paper [11] . The acceleration of the mobile robot and the wheel is calculated from formula (2). The mobile robot system is the nonholonomic constraint system. The speed V x , V y , ω and wheel speed can't be decoupled. According to the Routh equation [7] of the nonholonomic system, the dynamic equation is:
q j , Q j denote generalized coordinates and generalized forces, Tdonotes kinetic energy,λ k denotes undetermined Lagrange multipliers, B kj denotes constraint coefficients. The kinetic energy of the mobile robot includes translational energy, rotational energy and kinetic energy of the four wheels.M denotes the mass of the mobile robot. The kinetic energy of themobile robot can be expressed as [12] : T a1 , T a2 , T a3 , T a4 denote the effective driving torque of the wheels, thus:
The solution formula (8) The undetermined Lagrange multipliercan be obtained:
The dynamic equations of the four wheeled mobile robot are solved according to the formula (6), (9) , (10) and (11), as follows: Assume that the direction of the acceleration and the mobile robot coordinate X M is βangle. 
The tangential reaction of the wheel to the ground is the cause of the motion. The limit value of the tangential reaction force is called the adhesion force F h . The magnitude of adhesion force is equal to the product of the positive pressure and adhesion coefficient of the wheelµ h . The coefficient of adhesion µ h is determined by the material of the ground and the wheel, and the value is 1. Meanwhile, the wheels are affected by the rolling friction between the wheels and the ground.The rolling friction force of each wheel is 0.25Mgµ f . In summary, the range of effective output torque of each wheel is:
The value of the formula (14) can be obtained under the constraints of (12), (13) and (15) constraints. The results can be calculated by using the quaprog function in Matlab, as shown in Figure 6 . According to the experimental results of Figure 8 , the theoretical value is basically consistent with the actual value.But there are also some deviations, due to the following factors mainly:
(1) Machining deviation of mobile robot. The theoretical value is calculated according to the idealized model. The actual mobile robot has the machining error, bearing friction and other factors.
(2) The dynamic friction force is variable in wheel motion, but the value is equivalent to a constant value in the theoretical calculation.
(3) The precision error and installation error of the acceleration sensor.
Conclusion
A practical single row alternate wheel and a mobile robot arepresented in this paper.The following conclusions are drawn by analyzing the kinematics and dynamics of the robot. (2) The maximum acceleration of each direction of the mobile robot is given and verified by experiment.
(3) It can be used as a reference for the path planning and optimal controlling of the mobile robot.
